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Preface Why I’ve written this book The purpose of this book is to provide a simple, brief, concise
and relevant reference for those who are new to the sport of Sporting Clay shooting. I started
shooting fairly recently and fortunately got off on the right foot by being introduced to two
excellent coaches. This was serendipitous rather than planned and there are plenty who aren’t so
fortunate. In the time that I have been shooting I have been very disappointed to see shooters
young and old making their shooting harder and less enjoyable than necessary by not appreciating
the basics. This book is intended to remedy that by providing a clear and comprehensible
grounding in the basic principles, their purpose and to also describe the environment within which
the shooting itself occurs. Getting the basics right makes a challenging sport easier, safer and
more enjoyable
I can’t emphasise enough the importance of starting off on the right foot. Bad habits are easy to get into
and hard to break
Intended audience This book is for anyone of any age or gender who is
thinking of taking up Sporting Clay shooting. I found that there was a great deal to take in to feel
comfortable and relaxed (well as relaxed as possible) at a shoot, that is not only how to hold and
shoot a gun with a reasonable chance of hitting the target but also to know what to expect, what to
do and how to behave at a shooting ground. Not only is this book intended to describe the basics
of a good shooting technique, it also describes the equipment and environment within which
shooting is conducted. Scope This book covers the following topics, ordered such that each
section builds upon the ideas and or terms used in preceding sections: What Sporting Clay
shooting is (compared with Trap, Skeet, Game or other shooting disciplines) Guns and Equipment
(so that in further sections the ‘tools’ have been introduced) Storage, handling and safety (now
that we know what we’re talking about, we can consider how to be as safe as possible) The basics
of hitting a target (how doing the right things can make the job easier) Putting theory into
practice – what to expect at a shooting ground (etiquette, behaviour and protocol) What to do

next – with this basic comprehension and having adopted good practice, how to proceed.
There are too many books, blogs and videos for me to list. I would recommend an internet search or a
trip to a good bookshop to find something that suits you Please note that this publication is not
intended to be an exhaustive guide for all aspects of the sport. The text contains pointers to other
relevant books and publications that will cover specific areas in more expert detail. Introduction
What is Sporting Clay Shooting? Sporting Clay shooting is designed to in some regards emulate
the flight or trajectories of typical game (pheasants, rabbits etc.) It also extends on this by
producing targets with paths that are very much man made. All are designed to test the shooter
and their hand to eye coordination. Shoots are sited in the countryside and take advantage of all
types of terrain, from fields to valleys and hillsides. Targets may appear overhead from behind or
in front, may move from left to right at various speeds, altitudes, angles and distances. Targets
may ‘loop’ or arc vertically, appear through foliage and trees, skim across the ground or soar
away. The only limits on trajectory are those prescribed by the properties of a shotgun, the terrain
over which the shoot is conducted and the trap that launches the target. To further challenge the
shooter, clays of different sizes may be used (standard, midi and mini), different colours (standard
black to orange, white or luminous green) and profiles (rabbit and battue in addition to the
aforementioned standard and its derivatives). Target is used interchangeably with ‘bird’ reflecting
the origins of the sport however no live creatures are shot at in Sporting Clay shooting. By
contrast, Skeet shooting uses only two traps that throw or release a target each on the same,
repeatable trajectory. The shooter moves between 7 stands arranged in a semi-circle. See
http://www.claypal.co.uk/guide_to_english_skeet.php for a brief description. Trap disciplines, of
which there are several, are variations on a theme and involve shooting at targets / birds that are
generally travelling away from the shooter, much as game birds might rise before a line of
beaters. The number of stands / stations, the number of traps, the speed of the birds, the delay
between calling for the bird(s) and it / them appearing all add subtle complication, depending
upon the type of trap shooting. See this CPSA information for full details. All disciplines require
technical and mental skill if high scores are to be achieved and maintained. The challenges are
many and varied. Having a good working appreciation of the basics of shooting will make hitting
these targets easier (but not necessarily easy) and more rewarding. It will also make the process
safer and more enjoyable for the other participants.
Like any sport or pursuit, experts make it look easy. What isn’t visible are the years of experience and
hours of practise. This book might give you a head start The sport is governed in the UK by the Clay
Pigeon Shooting Association (CPSA). Their web site (www.cpsa.co.uk) contains a wealth of useful
information. The CPSA set the rules for the sport and also maintain the rankings of CPSA
members. The Gun Gun Types and Components Before proceeding further it is best to
introduce the types of gun used in clay pigeon shooting and also the names of the component
parts. Familiarisation with the naming convention of guns and their components will aid
comprehension of the following sections and chapters. It also enables accurate conversation with
others. There is a legal definition of a shotgun which controls the number of cartridges in any
magazine, its length and that the internal bore of the barrel(s) must be smooth. This useful
government paper contains more information which also describes aspects of the licensing
procedure with more information below.
There are three main types of gun: Side-by-side (SbS) Over-and-under (O/U)
Semi-automatic

A brief introduction to the great sport of Sporting Clay Shooting. Covers all the very
basic elements in order to ground the absolute novice and provide them with sufficient
knowledge to feel comfortable when out shooting.

Guinness' Shooting Experience - Ashford Outdoors - Looking for clay pigeon shooting
in London & Scotland with supreme facilities? Bisley Shooting Group offer two of the
finest shooting grounds in the UK. Clay Pigeon Shooting near Bedfordshire â€“ Days
Out, Tuition - Shane's Sporting Clays The Fundamentals of Olympic Clay Target
Shooting - ISSF - Into The Blue Winous Point: 150 Years of Waterfowling and
Conservation - Whether you're a novice or an experienced clayer, one of the best
things about this relatively new This website is intended to provide you with an
overview of our county's If you are into Skeet Shooting, Sporting Clays, Trap
Shooting, or virtually any other. Search the world's most comprehensive index of
full-text books. Shotgunworld.com â€¢ Good books for Sporting Clays? - Why should
you talk to Sporting Targets about buying your first shotgun? The over and under only
became a reliable gun in 1925, introduced by They can equally be found shooting
game as well as clays, and because of They will, typically come with a multi choke
system, making them more versatile for the beginner. Shooting clays - Picture of
Kauai Sporting Clays, Lihue - Book a Group Lesson (5+) &middot; FAQ He's been
supporting our club for years and is always introducing new shooters to our range.
Mike: I believe Trap is the toughest mentally to shoot which, I feel helped my mental
game with Sporting Clays. MNM: You might not be aware of this, but many shooters
in the beginning Clay Pigeon Shooting - Tobooka - Perfect for the sport of target
shooting, each of the following guns offers the versatility, The Hutt Valley Clay Target
Club is sited on 63 acres in Whitemans Valley,. the UIT (now ISSF) pistol book by
John Chandler and the Target Pistol Shot to provide women with the beginning skills
and education regarding firearms. Services - Tony Hoskins Clay Shooting - Our
Sporting Clays Discovery Course is a fun and safe place to shoot your first shotgun.
Learn the fundamentals of sport shooting and experience the thrill of Shooting Ground
- Sporting Clay Shooting for the Novice: An Introduction: Giles Dalton:
Amazon.com.au: Books. Sporting Clays Intro 2019 - Kauai - Viator - We are an award
winning clay pigeon shooting ground based close to Sporting Agency receives a
warm welcome at E.J. Churchill, whether you're a novice or a professional. This is a
great first introduction to the world of shooting. To book the best clay pigeon shooting
experience near Bedfordshire, please don't Clay Things - cammina - Welcome To
Fauxdegla Premier Plus Shooting Ground provide you with tuition appropriate to your
level of experience, from beginners upwards, Book A Session. Introduction. Â£45. 1
Person Only. 25 Targets. Safety Brief. Clays. Cartridges.
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